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Delayed calculation

Example: Select employees over 40 years old.

A B

1 =file("E:/txt/Employees.txt").cursor@t() /Generate cursor for file in 
external storage

2 =A1.select(age(Birthday)>=40) /Attach Select calculation to 
cursor

3 =A2.fetch() /Fetch data according to 
condition

Calculate 
later

A

1 =file("E:/txt/Employees.txt").import@t()

2 =A1.select(age(Birthday)>=40)

Calculate 
immediately

The cursor in SPL can use some functions to complete common data calculation with the cursor

A1~A2 results: A1~A3 results:



Example: Calculate the average wages of employees over 40 years old and under 40 years old in the company.

A

1 =file("E:/txt/Employees.txt").cursor@t()

2 =A1.groups(age(Birthday)>=40:ifgt40;avg(BasePay))

Calculate 
immediately

A

1 =file("E:/txt/Employees.txt").import@t()

2 =A1.groups(age(Birthday)>=40:ifgt40;avg(BasePay))

Calculate 
immediately

Delayed calculation

A1~A2 results:A1~A2 results:



Product information and sales information are stored in two tables. Please calculate total sales.

A B
1 =file("E:/txt/Products.txt").import@t().primary@i(ID) /Import the Product table and establish an index

2 =file("E:/txt/Sales.txt").cursor@t() /Create a cursor for traversal

3 =A2.select(quantity<=10) /Filter the cursor and return a cursor too

4 =A3.switch(productid,A1:ID) /Generate a  joining pointer with a cursor 
returned

5 =A4.groups(;sum(quantity*productid.Price):total) /Perform aggregation to calculate sum

Delayed Calculation

Calculate immediately

Stepwise cursor

A1~A4 results:

Note: The cursor only traverses once, so it is not possible to repeat the fetching of data.
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Find the sales records of January from the sales records of the products.

A

1 =now()

2 =file("E:/txt/PRODUCT_SALE.txt").cursor@t()

3 =A2.select(month(DATE)==1)

4 =A3.fetch()

5 =interval@ms(A1,now())

A B

1 =now()

2 =file("E:/txt/PRODUCT_SALE.txt").cursor@mt()

3 fork A2 =A3.select(month(DATE)==1)

4 =B3.fetch()

5 =A3.conj() =interval@ms(A1,now())

A B

1 =now()

2 =file("E:/txt/PRODUCT_SALE.txt").cursor@mt()

3 fork A2 =A3.select(month(DATE)==1)

4 =A3.(~.fetch())

5 =A4.conj() =interval@ms(A1,now())Note: If immediate calculation is not performed in fork, multithreading is 
only used to define cursors, which does not increase the speed. The 
calculation time is the same when the “fork” in A3 is replaced by “for”.

Parallel cursor 

Result:

Single cursor Multiplex cursor 

Non-Multiplex cursor 



Multi-cursor parallelism can be implemented in a simple way

A

1 =now()

2 =file("E:/txt/PRODUCT_SALE.txt").cursor@mt()

3 =A2.select(month(DATE)==1)

4 =A3.fetch()

5 =interval@ms(A1,now())

A

1 =now()

2 =file(“E:/txt/PRODUCT_SALE.txt”).cursor@t().mcursor()

3 =A2.select(month(DATE)==1)

4 =A3.fetch()

5 =interval@ms(A1,now())

Multiplex cursor

Multiplex cursor           
 Reading data and computing are parallel at the same time

Multiplex cursor           
 Read data single-threaded, compute multi-threaded



The employee information of each department is stored in one file separately.            
Find New York State employees (multiple cursors consisting of multi-file cursors) from department staff information.

A B

1 =directory@p("E:/txt/employee_dept") /Absolute path of employee information 
in various departments

2 =A1.(file(~).cursor@t()).mcursor() /Generate a sequence of cursors and 
create multiple cursors

3 =A2.select(STATE=="New York").fetch() /Fetch data using multiple cursors

Parallel cursor 

A1~A3 results:
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Channel

The cursor can only perform one traversal, but sometimes we need to compute multiple data at the same time, so we need to press the data 

into the channel to reduce the number of traversals.

Example: In the lending business, 2200-01-01 is defined as overdue, with the number of overdue times/total times as the score, calculate the 

score of user and listing respectively.

A B

1 =file("E:/txt/user_repay_logs.csv").cursor@tc()

2 cursor A1 =A2.groups(user_id;count(repay_date==date("2200-01-01"))/count(~):user_score)

3 cursor =A3.groups(listing_id;count(repay_date==date("2200-01-01"))/count(~):listing_score)

… …

n cursor Can define other channels

A2~A3 results:



Calculating Median under big data conditions.

A B

1 =file("E:/txt/CD5-0201FIC10202_2017.csv").cursor@tc() /Create cursor

3 cursor A1 =A2.sortx(Value) /Sort according to Value in Channel

4 cursor =A3.total(count(~)) /Count the total number in another channel

5 =A2.skip((A3-1)\2) /Skip the first half from the cursor after 
sorting

6 =A2.fetch@x(2-A3%2).avg(Value) /Fetch the median

ChannelChannel Returns Cursor
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Ordered cursorsCalculate the growth rate of users’ online time per month in 2018 (data in UID order)

A B C

1 =file("E:/txt/UseLogs.txt").cursor@t()

2 for A1;UID =A2.groups(UID,month(LOGIN):m_login;sum(SECOND):total_time)

3 =to(12)\B2.(m_login)

4 for B3 >B2.insert(B4,A2.UID,B4,0)

5 =@|B2.derive(if(m_login==1||total_time[-1]==0,null,total_time/total_time[-1]-1):raise_rate)

Loop the UID ordered cursor, take out the same user each time, and calculate it. Set total_time to 0 if the user does not log in for a 

month. If it is the first month or the user didn’t log in for the previous month, the growth rate is null.

B5 result:



Calculate the growth rate of all stocks on the day of the highest closing price (data in stock ID order)

A B

1 =file("E:/txt/Stock_Price.txt").cursor@t()

2 =create(stockid,max_price_raise_rate)

3 for A1;stockid =A3.pmax(CL)

4 =A3.calc(B3,if(day(DT)==1,A3.CL,A3.CL/A3.CL[-1]-1))

5 =A2.insert(0,A3.stockid,B4)

Ordered cursors

Loop the ordered cursor of stockid, take out a set of data of the same stockid each time, find the position of the 

highest closing price, use this position to calculate the growth rate of the day, and fill the results into the table 

created in A2.

A3 result:



Mail message is as follows: Each mail begins with RECIPIENT, which is divided into three parts: recipient, sender 
and content. Please organize the mail into structured data.

Ordered cursorsOrganize the none-definite-rows mails



Organize the none-definite-rows mails

A B C

1 =file("E:/txt/email.txt").cursor()

2 =create(RECIPIENT,SENDADDRESS,CONTENT)

3 for A1;_1.split(":")(1)=="RECIPIENT" =A3.(_1)(1).split(":")

4 =A3.(_1)(3).split(":")

=B5.m(2:).concat(":")+A3.(_1).m(4:).concat()

=A2.insert(0,B3(2),B4(2),B6)

if A2.len()==500 =file("E:/txt/email_pre.txt").export@at(A2)

>A2=create(RECIPIENT,SENDADDRESS,CONTENT)

5 =file("E:/txt/email_pre.txt").export@at(A2)

6 =file(“E:/txt/email_pre.txt”).cursor@t().fetch@x(10) /Read in to view the first 10 rows of results

Ordered cursors

Each email begins with RECIPENT. Loop the cursor, When the first part of the message is "RECIPIENT“ before “：” , the cursor starts 

reading until the next time it meets "RECIPENT". In this way, each loop represents an e-mail, which can be processed in the for loop. 

When the number of mails reaches 500, the data is exported and the table is emptied.

A6 result:
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Program cursor

The stepwise cursor introduced earlier is very convenient, but sometimes it is more complex to calculate at a certain step, and a 
single function can not complete the calculation. At this time, using the program cursor to return the intermediate results makes it 
easier to understand and maintain in the future.

Example: Organize the user information and screen out the users in New York State. The user information is as follows:

User information is divided into two lines. User information needs to be organized into structured data first.



Organize the user information first, then export it to a file, and then use cursor to read and find out the 
users of New York State. 

A B

1 =file("E:/txt/user_info.txt").cursor()

2 for A1,5000*2 =A2.group((#-1)\2)

3 =B2.(~.(~.array()).conj())

4 =B3.new(~(1):ID,~(2):UID,~(3):GENDER,~(4):RDATE,~(5):LDATE,~(6):STATE,~(7):EMAIL,~(8):STYLE)

5 =file("E:/txt/user_info_pre.txt").export@at(B4)

6 =file("E:/txt/user_info_pre.txt").cursor@t()

7 =A6.select(STATE=="New York")

8 =A7.fetch()

B2 B4B3

Program cursor

Loop the cursor to organize the data into structured data, which is exported in batches and appended to the same file. Create cursor, 
attach the select operation, and get the final result.

At the end of the last loop, B2-B4 results:



Data Processing Program （prepare_user_data）

A B

1 =file("E:/txt/user_info.txt").cursor()

2 for A1,5000*2 =A2.group((#-1)\2)

3 =B2.(~.(~.array()).conj())

4 =B3.new(~(1):ID,~(2):UID,~(3):GENDER,~(4):RDATE,~(5):LDATE,~(6):STATE,~(7):EMAIL,~(8):STYLE)

5 return B4

Program cursor

B4 result:



Main program

A B
1 =cursor("E:/esproc_test/cursor/prepare_user_data.dfx") /Call data processing subroutine

2 =A1.select(STATE=="New York") /Select users in New York state

3 =A2.fetch() /Fetch the data

Program cursor

A3 result:



You can also use func to call in the same script 

A B C

1 =file("E:/txt/user_info.txt").cursor()

2 func for A2,5000*2 =B2.group((#-1)\2)

3 =C2.(~.(~.array()).conj())

4 =C3.new(~(1):ID,~(2):UID,~(3):GENDER,~(4):RDATE,~(5):LDATE,~
(6):STATE,~(7):EMAIL,~(8):STYLE)

5 return C4

6 =cursor@c(A2,A1)

7 =A7.select(STATE=="New York")

8 =A8.fetch()

Program cursor

A8 result:



Example: The order table has been sorted by time. It is necessary to remove duplication of data by date and product, and then count 
the number of records (groupx).

A B
1 =now()

2 =file("E:/txt/PRODUCT_SALE.txt").cursor@t() /Create cursor

3 =A2.groupx(date(DATE),PID) /Remove duplication

4 =A3.skip() /Count the number of records

5 =interval@ms(A1,now())

Program cursor

A4, A5 results:

Program cursor avoids data landing and improves computing performance



Data is ordered by DATE, otherwise it can't be done like this.

A B C
1 =now()
2 =file("E:/txt/PRODUCT_SALE.txt").cursor@t()
3 func for A3;DATE =B3.id(PID)
4 return C3
5 =cursor@c(A3,A2)
6 =A5.skip()
7 =interval@ms(A1,now())

Program cursor

A3, A4 results:

Program cursor avoids data landing and improves computing performance




